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Multidecadal Arctic sea ice thickness and volume derived from ice age 
Liu et al., 2019 
 
This study generates a new product for estimated pan-Arctic sea ice thickness, spanning the full 
satellite era. Observations of sea ice age are used as a proxy for thickness, with the age-thickness 
relationship derived incrementally over different periods of the satellite data. A consistent sea ice 
thickness product covering four decades has considerable novelty, because state-of-the-art ice 
thickness products from satellite altimeters cover only small chunks of this record, with inter-
satellite biases not yet properly reconciled. 
 
Despite the attraction of such a new long-term sea ice thickness record, I have some concerns with 
the method used to derive ice thickness from age, particularly regarding the verification approach. 
The value of this record as a tool for further studies (e.g. for model assimilation, forecasting, 
understanding decadal Arctic climate/ocean trends) depends entirely on its success reproducing the 
well-validated altimetry observations; however, there is no evidence presented for this. The new 
product is also lacking robust estimates for random and systematic ice thickness uncertainties. 
 
I have provided a set of general comments on the methodology and recommendations for improving 
the analysis. I’ve also made some minor suggestions to improve the readability of the paper and 
clarify a few confusing statements. I’d recommend this manuscript is reconsidered for publication in 
The Cryosphere following these major revisions. Please do get in contact if you have questions 
regarding these comments. Kind regards, Jack Landy 
 
General comments: 
 

1. In my view, the derived ice thickness and volume estimates should be described as ‘proxies 
for ice thickness and volume’ throughout the paper, as the method uses ice age 
observations which are a proxy – but not direct replacement for – sea ice thickness 
observations. 

 
2. This study desperately requires a detailed evaluation against available sea ice thickness 

observations from state-of-the-art altimeters, e.g. ICESat or CryoSat-2. The authors use 
ICESat data in their calibration of the ice age-thickness relationship, which essentially 
discounts their assessing the final product against ICESat data (but still do), and only 
compare to annual mean estimates of ice thickness and volume from CryoSat-2. Several 
gridded ice thickness datasets are available (from CPOM, AWI, NASA GSFC, LEGOS) which the 
authors could compare their derived product to. As they haven’t used CS2 to calibrate their 
relationship, this would represent a valid independent assessment. As a suggestion, can the 
authors calculate the spread of CS2 ice thicknesses within each ice age category of the NSIDC 
product? I would recommend showing this as a plot. This would provide an estimate for the 
random uncertainty and potential bias in using age as a proxy for thickness. If one sigma of 
the PDF of CS2 thicknesses in an age category crosses another, it suggests ice age does not 
provide a valid proxy for thickness. Can the authors also provide maps of average November 
and march thickness for the coincident period of CS2 and IAD results? 

 
3. Validation approach. A majority of the comparisons made between ice age derived thickness 

and independent data (Line 222-227) are not truly independent, as the datasets were 
originally used to calibrate ice age-thickness relationships. If they are statistically dependent, 
i.e. data X is used to calibrate Y then Y is compared against X, it doesn’t tell us much. Some 
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evaluation of annual mean ice thickness/volume are made against truly independent CS2 
observations, but this gives no evaluation of the spatial/regional accuracy. I would 
recommend including either a comprehensive assessment against CS2 (as described above) 
or to reserve a selection of the submarine/ICESat data only for assessing the final product, 
rather than calibrating with AND assessing it against the same thing. In its present form, I 
don’t believe the validation has ‘proven the soundness of the IAD thickness’ as suggested on 
lines 337-339. 

 
4. Uncertainty. I was surprised to see no estimate of uncertainty for the derived sea ice 

thickness, particularly as this product is a proxy based on the imperfect relationship between 
ice age and thickness. The underlying sea ice age data have an uncertainty estimate. There 
are several empirical equations used in the methodology with derived coefficients that will 
have uncertainties. Several biases are corrected for and these will also have uncertainties, 
potentially varying over the annual cycle. A proper comparison with independent 
observations will additionally produce estimates for random and potential systematic 
uncertainties. I appreciate the added work required to produce robust uncertainty 
estimates, and for this proxy product they may be high, but for users to trust the new 
product they need some idea of its accuracy/precision. I expect the authors to make 
estimates for both the random uncertainty (errors in coefficients, errors in ice age product, 
noise in comparison to independent data) and systematic uncertainty (uncertainties in bias 
corrections, errors in extrapolating beyond your data collection period, potential biases 
compared to independent data) in a revised version of the manuscript. These sources of 
uncertainty also need to be estimated for each month of the year separately, as one would 
expect the error to vary considerable across the seasonal cycle. 

 
5. The authors argue the decreasing trends in ice thickness and volume from their new product 

are consistent with observations of MYI replacement since the mid-2000s (Lines 268-270). 
However, the trend in their product is imposed by systematically changing the relationship 
between ice age and thickness throughout the time series (i.e. Fig 2). Comparing negative 
trends to the ice age product is basically fitting to and comparing against the same dataset. 
What physical explanation is there for the ice age-thickness relationship to change by such a 
considerable amount over these 5-yr segments of time? Can you provide citations to support 
this? Surely if the relationship changes by so much over time, it indicates ice age cannot be 
used alone as a proxy for thickness. Temporal/spatial sampling biases in the calibration data 
(especially the submarines) are very likely to have introduced systematic biases in these 5-yr 
relationships. What do the time series in Figs 9-12 look like if you use a fixed ice age-
thickness relationship for the duration of the record? Unreasonable low? 

 
Minor comments/edits: 

Line 8. Affecting what about the volume? 

L23. ‘declines’. Check spelling errors throughout. 

L26. What anomalous ice export? Volume or area export? Needs citations to back up. 

L28-29. Unclear argument – why does this mean it is more sensitive? 

L37-38. Sentence seems a bit out of place. Is this here just for the citation..? 

L48-49. Include the point that the sensor signal must first be sensitive to ice thickness, before 
modelling or statistical parameters can be used to estimate the thickness. 



L55. Laxon citation is not relevant to this point. 

L59. Sea ice floes? Grid cells? 

L60. Can you comment on the uncertainty of this relationship? Was this reported in the Maslanik 
paper? 

L64. Not necessarily more robust, but more comprehensive definitely. 

L91. Is Cavalieri 1996 the most up to date reference? 

L93. POP model? 

L107. Are the ice draft data from submarines analysed entirely by yourselves or do you use statistics 
produced by others (NSIDC)? How do you do the processing? How do you account for unknown 
snow depth/density at the ice surface? What is the uncertainty on these estimates? 

Eq 1. Please provide explanation for this coefficient and estimate the uncertainty. 

L114-115. Should f(tau) not depend on the ice type itself, i.e. accounting for different snow 
accumulation rates between seasonal and old ice? 

L118-124. This section is very confusing and requires a re-write. What exactly is I? What does 
‘interannual change with the annual cycle’ mean? What are these equations used for? This part 
seems like method, rather than data. 

L124. Determined how? 

L125-126. You reduce the submarine ice thicknesses by this bias? Or do you reduce both submarine 
and your final ice-type derived thicknesses by this? Is this bias applicable for the entire seasonal 
cycle? 

L129. Be more specific about the processing chain used to derive the CS2 data. Is this the JPL product 
from Kwok and Cunningham, 2014? 

L143-145. The recent comparison paper by Sallila et al 2019 has shown very different results 
between OTIM and CS2 products. Is it worth comparing both to your independent ice-type product, 
when there show so much systematic uncertainty? Which are you use as your ‘true’ reference? 

L149. Can you comment on the positive bias that may be introduced to the derived relationship from 
your calibrations against submarine data being focused in the central Arctic Ocean? 

L158-160. Confusing, please reword. 

L169-170. This is a very speculative approach – picking bias corrections from a plot. Would you not 
expect this relationship to be different between fall and soring, as thinner ice grows more rapidly 
over winter? 

L174-175. What is your physical explanation for this? 

L177-178. ‘keeping the relationship for ice older than four years’, what do you mean by this? 
Extrapolating the thickness for very old ice? 



L185. Flux of what? 

L198-99. Is this realistic? There are so many simplifications and assumptions here that the final result 
will barely reflect the underlying data. 

L202-3. Weekly to daily to monthly thickness. Why? 

L215. You need to explain this above with Eq 2. 

L232-234. Links to comment 2 above. 

L254-255. PIOMAS is almost being treated as the true reference here. I would urge the authors to 
consider comparing climatological thickness from CS2 (2010-2019) to the same years of their IAD 
record. 

L261. Also the imposed seasonal cycle, with highest ice thickness in May. PIOMAS is highest in April. 

L296-298. It looks like the largest decadal volume drop occurred between the 80s and 90s. Does this 
make sense with respect to the literature? Can you provide citations to support this? Would we not 
expect largest volume losses in the most recent decades, when concentration has declined 
strongest? Could this finding perhaps come from the trend in ice age-thickness relationship that you 
impose yourselves? 

L328. Confusing. Please explain in more detail. 

L360-363. Although this is simplified, it is a reasonable analysis and I would be interested to see 
these contributions per Arctic region as well as in total. 

L373-374. You need to consider and suggest an explanation for this. 

L375. Good point. 

L378. Have you considered there may be a fundamental limit in the accuracy of ice thickness 
estimation for which ice age acts as a proxy? Checking the PDFs of CS2 ice thickness within each ice 
age category for the same month would be a perfect way to evaluate this limit, i.e. the intrinsic 
uncertainty of the ice age-thickness relationship. 

L385-6. Could you have tried evaluating against the entire icebridge thickness archive or for example 
airborne EMI thickness datasets? 

Fig 3. Could you not base the shape of this approximation on e.g. the mean seasonal cycle of ice 
thickness from CryoSat-2 data? 

Fig 5. Panels a-d are comparing the derived product against in situ observations used to calibrate 
them. There is evidently much higher scatter versus the CS2 data, that were not used in the 
calibration. Add r^2, rmse and bias to these plots. 

Fig 6 caption. Volume. 

Fig 12 caption. Annual mean ice volume? 

Fig 13. A great deal of this pattern reflects the annual cycle that was imposed from Fig 3. Can you 
comment on this? 


